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A dynamic regionMonte Carlo method (DRMC) is proposed to simulate radiative heat transfer in participatingmedium.�e basic
principle and solution procedure of this method is described; radiative heat transfer in a two-dimensional rectangular region of
absorbing, emitting, and/or scattering gray medium is analyzed. A comparison between DRMC and the traditional Monte Carlo
method (TMC) is investigated by analyzing the simulated temperature distribution, the computing time, and the number of the
sampling bundles.�e investigation results show that, to compare with TMC, the DRMC can obviously reduce the computing time
and storage capacity under the same solution precision for radiative transfer in optically thickmedium; theDRMC allows bypassing
the di�culties encountered by TMC in the limit of optically thick extinction.

1. Introduction

Radiative heat transfer plays an important role in heat transfer
process, especially in some high temperature applications.
Compared with other heat transfer modes, there are a lot
of fundamental di�culties of radiative heat transfer due
to its di	erent characteristics [1]. Radiative heat transfer
in participating medium is described by radiative transfer
equation (RTE), which is an integrodi	erential equation, the
common numerical method for solving this equation, such
as 
nite volume method (FVM) and 
nite element method
(FEM), relies on various degrees of approximation, and this
makes it complex and di�cult to solve with accuracy.

�e Monte Carlo (MC) method has been widely used to
numerically simulate radiative heat transfer in participating
medium [2]; because of the �exibility of this method, it is
known to be very good in dealing with radiative heat transfer
with complex geometries and/or complex spectral properties;
in addition, due to the high solution precision of thismethod,
the MC predicted results are usually regarded as benchmark
solutions [3, 4]. As a statistical method, a standard deviation
of the MC simulated results can be computed, and that may
be interpreted as a numerical uncertainty [5].

However, if the medium is optically thick, a large propor-
tion of the emitted bundles will be quickly absorbed by the
medium in the vicinity of their emission positions; it indicates
that only a few bundles participate in distant radiative trans-
fer; therefore, a large number of bundles are required in order
to get a believable statistical solution. In addition, more grid
numbers are needed in optically thickmedium in order to get
high precision solutions. �erefore, the TMC method would
face the di�culties of long computing time, large storage
capacity, and the handicap of optically thick limit when
simulating radiative transfer in participating medium [6, 7].

Some researchers give up high precision prediction; they
use some approximate methods to solve radiative transfer in
participating medium. Di	usion approximation formulation
is one of the most widely used method for solving radiative
transfer in optically thick medium [8–10]; the calculated
results are acceptable in some practical applications; how-
ever, this formulation is just suitable for isotropic scattering
medium. Enguehard [11] developed a modi
ed di	usion
approximation formulation called “non-gray anisotropically
scattering Rosseland approximation,” which expands it in
anisotropically scatteringmedium, but themodi
ed di	usion
approximation formulation still encounters the problem of
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low precision calculation; it may not be used in some special
applications. Duan and Min [12] proposed a semianalytic
technique to speed up successive order of scattering model
for optically thick media. Amosov et al. [13] solved radiative
transfer in an optically thick slab from integral radiative
transfer equation by using an approximate solution method.
�ese approximation methods are e�cient but cannot solve
with high precision.

Based on TMC, some modi
ed Monte Carlo methods
were proposed to solve radiative transfer in optically thick
medium. An early hybrid transport-di	usion method called
random walk (RW) [14, 15] was proposed for improving
the e�ciency of MC simulation, which can be e	ective in
radiative transfer simulation in optically thick medium. In
recent years, another hybrid method called discrete di	usion
Monte Carlo (DDMC) [16–18] was developed for increasing
the e�ciency of MC simulations in optically thick medium;
this method can be more e�cient than RW. Some other
researchers proposed a net-exchange Monte Carlo approach
[5, 7, 19]which is based on a net-exchange formulation and on
adapted optical path sampling procedures carefully designed,
and it ensures satisfactory convergence over a wide range of
absorption and scattering optical thicknesses; however, the
proposed algorithm still encounters a convergence di�culty
in the case of optically thick and highly scattering media.

In this paper, a newmethod called dynamic regionMonte
Carlo method (DRMC) is proposed to analyze radiative
heat transfer in a two-dimensional rectangular region of
participating medium with a large optical thickness; the
medium can be absorbing only or absorbing-scattering. �e
computing precision and computing time are analyzed by
comparing with the results predicted by TMC method.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the basic principle and numerical model of DRMC are
presented; some related mathematical formulations are also
given in this section. Section 3 discusses our results predicted
by DRMC and/or TMC; the medium can be absorbing
only or absorbing-scattering, and in this section, a detailed
comparison between DRMC and TMC is investigated by
analyzing the numerical predicted temperature 
eld and
computing time in a two-dimensional rectangular medium.
At last, we end with a conclusion in Section 4.

2. Basic Principle and Numerical Model

To solve radiative heat transfer in participating medium,
it is usually required to integrate incident radiation from
all the discrete surface and volume elements. Compared
with other numerical methods, MC method can easily deal
with scattering term of the radiative transfer equation; the
mathematical model is simple. However, if the medium is
optically thick, a lot of computing nodes are needed to get
a high precision calculation result, and this leads to a large
amount of computing time and data capacity.

�e basic principle of DRMC is to combine advantages of
partition allocation method [20, 21] and the TMC method.
In DRMC, the sample tracking domain is limited to a
rectangular subdomain within a certain optical thickness
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Figure 1: Partition schematic diagram of DRMC.

centered about the particle’s current position, instead of the
entire computing space (computational domain). Radiative
transfer in the subdomain is directly simulated by MC
method, while the thermal radiation energy transmit to
the discrete elements outside of the subdomain can be
equivalently calculated by setting an equivalent temperature
region reasonably. In the DRMC, for each sample unit, there
is a corresponding tracking domain, and the tracking domain
moves with the position of sampling unit, so this method is
called dynamic region Monte Carlo method.

Figure 1 shows the partition schematic diagram of
DRMC; a two-dimensional rectangular medium is taken as
example to describe the basic rules of DRMC. Assume that
the two-dimensional enclosed medium is divided into � ×� units (volume elements and surface elements), for each
volume element ��,� or surface element � �,�, � ∈ [1,�], � ∈[1,�]. �e subdomain space is attached on the discrete grids
of thewhole computational domain, for subdomain spaceΩ��,�
of element ��,�; its coordinate origin is the node coordinates
of the element ��,�, just as Figure 2(a) has shown; Figure 2(a)
also shows the schematic diagram of node distribution for
subdomain space Ω��,�. Subdomain space Ω��,� includes (
−� +1 + 
+� ) × (�−� + 1 + �+� ) nodes, for each volume element ���,�
or boundary surface element (arti
cial black body surface
element or real surface element) ���,� in the subdomain, � ∈[−
−� , 
+� ], � ∈ [−�−� , �+� ].

Figure 2(b) shows the schematic diagram of the sub-
domain space Ω��,� and its boundary domains; the optical

thickness of the subdomain is 2�, while the optical thickness
of the boundary domain is �.

Based on Bouguer’s law in participating medium, radia-
tion intensity exponential decay along the route

�� (�) = �� (0) exp [−∫�
0
��� (�∗) ��∗] , (1)

where ��� is extinction coe�cient, � is the propagation dis-
tance, and �� is spectral radiation intensity. If ��� is constant

�� (�)�� (0) = exp [−����] = exp [−�] . (2)
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic diagram of node distribution for subdomain. (b) Schematic diagram of computational domain.

�e subdomain optical thickness can be determined by the
following formulation:

�,� = − ln[�
� (�)�
� (0)] = − ln [��] , (3)

where �� is the proportional coe�cient of radiation attenua-
tion, which is used to set the range of the subdomains.

In the coordinate system of the entire spatial domain, the
subdomain contains the space of

Ω�,� = ∑
Ω�,�
�,� ∪ ∑

Ω�,�
(�,��,� + �
,��,�) , (4)

where �,� is boundary surface element; �,� is real bound-
ary surface element, for any volume element�,� or boundary
surface element �,�, 
 ∈ [
 + 
+� − 1,
 − 
−� + 1], � ∈[� + �+� − 1, � − �−� + 1]; �,� and �
,� are used to identify
arti
cial boundary surface and real surface; if the boundary
surface of the computational subdomain is a real one,�,� = 0
and �
,� = 1; else if the boundary surface is an arti
cial

blackbody surface, �,� = 1 and �
,� = 0.
�e e	ective temperature  � of arti
cial blackbody

boundary surface ��,� is the average radiative temperature of

the boundary domain nodes. For boundary domainΩ��,�,  ��,�
can be expressed as

 ��,� = [[
∑Ω��,� 4����,�$ 4�,� + ��,�∑Ω��,� %�,�� �,�$ 4�,�∑Ω��,� 4����,�$ + ��,�∑Ω��,� %�,�� �,�$

]
]
1/4

. (5)

DRMC just solves radiative heat transfer by MC method
in the subdomain; therefore, in order to save storage capacity,

the computer just stores the predicted radiation exchange
factor of the subdomain:

RD [(�,�) , (�,�)]
*→ RD [(�,�) , (−
−� : 
+� , −�−� : �+� )] . (6)

In RD [(�,�), (−
−� : 
+� , −�−� : �+� )], (�,�) is system
coordinate, while (−
−� : 
+� , −�−� : �+� ) is the local subdo-
main coordinate. Radiative energy absorbed by any unit (�, �)
in the whole computational domain can be expressed as

/��,� =
��∑
�,�
4���+�,�+���+�,�+�$ 4�+�,�+�RD�+�,�+�→−�,−�

+ ��∑
�,�
�
%�,���,�$ 4�+�,�+�RD�+�,�+�→−�,−�

+ ��∑
�,�
���,�$ ( ��+�,�+�)4 RD�+�,�+�→−�,−�,

(7)

where �� and �� are the sum of the volume elements
and boundary surface elements of the subdomain Ω�,�. �e

rst term on the right is the energy emitted by the volume
elements in the computational domain and then absorbed by
unit ��,�; the second term on the right stands for the energy
emitted by the surface elements and then absorbed by unit��,�
if the boundary surfaces are real ones, while the third term is
the absorbed energy by unit ��,� which is emitted from the
e	ective imaginary blackbody surfaces, and in fact, it stands
for the energy transmit into the subdomain and absorbed by
unit (�, �) from other units outside of the subdomain.

Radiative equilibrium implies that anywhere within the
media thematerial absorbs precisely asmuch radiative energy
as it emits; therefore, the radiative equilibrium temperature �,� inside the media can be determined by keeping track of
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Figure 3: Temperature 
eld in absorbing medium predicted by TMCmethod.

the total reemitted energy form unit (�, �). If unit (�, �) is a
volume element

/��,� = 4$���,� 4�,���,�, (8a)

 �,� = ( /��,�4$���,���,�)
1/4 . (8b)

Else if unit (�, �). is a surface element, then

/��,� = %�,�� �,�$ 4�,�, (9a)

 �,� = ( /��,�%�,�� �,�$)
1/4 . (9b)

3. Results and Discussion

In order to provide a 
nal numerical solution to compare
and analyze the results conveniently, the total number of
discrete grids of the entire computational domain is in the
acceptable range of the TMC method. DRMC and TMC are
separately used to solve the radiative equilibrium temperature

eld of two-dimensional rectangular participating medium;
the calculated results and computing time are compared
and analyzed by TMC and DRMC in di	erent range of
subdomain, boundary domain, and sampling bundles.

�e absorption coe�cient, scattering albedo, and other
radiative properties are assumed constant. �e number of
discrete grids is � × � = 77 × 77, the length and width
of the region are 9� = 9� = 9, the optical thickness of the
medium is de
ned as  = ��9� = ��9� = 15, four boundaries
are di	use gray walls with constant emissivity of % = 0.5,
the temperature of boundaries is  �� =  �� = 1000K, �� =  �� = 1500K, the entire rectangle medium region

is uniformly discrete, and the dimensionless coordinate is
de
ned as< = >/9�, @ = A/9�.
3.1. Absorbing-Emitting Medium without Scattering. For dif-
ferent subdomain and boundary domain space, the radiative
equilibrium temperature 
eld of absorbing medium with
extinction coe�cient �� = 15 and scattering albedo B = 0
are comparatively analyzed by DRMC.

3.1.1. Analysis of Subdomain and Its Boundary Domain.
Figure 3 shows the temperature distribution of the absorbing
medium predicted by TMC method with di	erent sampling
bundles; it can be seen that the temperature 
eld has con-
verged when the number of sampling bundles is �� = 105,
so we consider that the temperature 
eld calculated by TMC
is the 
nal numerical solution when the sampling number of
the unit is�� = 105.

Figure 4 shows the radiative equilibrium temperature

eld predicted by TMC andDRMCwith di	erent subdomain
and boundary domain optical thickness.

Figure 4(a) shows the comparison of predicted tem-
perature 
eld by DRMC and the 
nal numerical solution
with subdomain optical thickness of � = 5 and di	erent
boundary domain �; it can be seen that when � = 0.2,
the temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC agrees very well
with the 
nal numerical solution, while when � increase
to 0.5, the predicted temperature 
eld by DRMC deviates
from the 
nal solution; this is due to the radiation transmit
through the absorbing medium with optical thickness of 5;
almost all of the radiative energy have been attenuated, the
arti
cial blackbody boundary surface just in�uenced by the
neighboring units; an increase of boundary domain optical
thickness conversely increases calculation error of boundary

equivalent blackbody temperature  �.
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Figure 4: Comparison of temperature 
elds in absorbing medium predicted by TMC and DRMC, Curve 1:< = 0.3; 2:< = 0.5.
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Table 1: Comparison of computing time between TMC and DRMC in absorbing medium.

Method Sampling number � � Computing time

TMC �� = 105 86min and 36 s

DRMC �� = 105
5.0 0.2 58min and 09 s

3.0 0.2 41min and 15 s

2.5 0.2 37min and 12 s

2.0 0.2 31min and 55 s

1.5 0.2 28min and 52 s

1.0 0.2 25min and 36 s

In Figure 4(b), when the subdomain thickness decreased
to � = 3, the temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC of
di	erent boundary domain basically agrees with the 
nal
numerical solution, the deviation increases with the reduc-
tion of �, and the maximum deviation does not exceed
0.29%.

Figure 4(c) shows the comparison between the temper-
ature 
eld predicted by TMC and DRMC with di	erent
boundary domain and subdomain optical thickness of � =
2.5; the maximum deviation is 0.73%, and at this time, �
= 2.0; it indicates that the scope of neighborhood is not the
bigger, the better.

In Figure 4(d), it can be seen that when � = 2, according
to setting � reasonably, the deviation of temperature 
eld
predicted by DRMC and TMC does not exceed 0.75%, and
the maximum temperature di	erence is less than 8.6 K.

In Figures 4(e) and 4(f), as the subdomain optical
thickness decreases to 1.5 and 1.0, a large deviation exists
between the 
nal numerical solution and the temperature

eld predicted by DRMC, and nomatter how � changed, the
deviation is still over 1%, the maximum deviation separately
reaches 1.35% and 1.55%, and the maximum temperature
di	erences reach 15.79K and 15.69K.

In comprehensive analysis of Figures 4(a) to 4(f), we 
nd
that no matter how to match subdomain and its bound-
ary domain, the maximum deviation between the DRMC
solutions and the 
nal numerical solution appear near the
real boundary, while the results in the central region are in
good agreement; that is due to the boundaries of the present
examples being gray, the arti
cial boundary surfaces of the
subdomain are processed as blackbody surfaces in DRMC;
the radiative energy transmitted to the arti
cial boundaries
should be the energy passing to the discrete domains outside
of the subdomains; if there are real boundary surfaces existing
near the blackbody boundaries, this part of energy would
be transmitted back to the subdomains by scattering, and
when the optical thickness of the subdomain reduced, the
radiative energy transmitted to the blackbody boundary
surfaces would increase, which lead to deviation increase of
the two methods near the boundary surfaces; however, if the
boundary surfaces are transparent, the deviation would be
eliminated, and the optical thickness can be further reduced.

3.1.2. Comparison and Analysis of Computing Time. Table 1
shows the comparison of computing time between TMC and
DRMC in absorbing medium when predicting the radiative

equilibrium temperature 
eld. As is shown in Table 1, the
computing time by DRMC is far less than that by TMC under
the same sampling bundles. When optical thickness of the
subdomain is greater than 2.0, the calculating deviation of
bothmethods is less than 1%, while themaximum computing
time decrease is 63.9% (optical thickness of subdomain is
2.0), and the minimal reduction is 32.6% (optical thickness
of subdomain is 5.0) by DRMC.

3.1.3. In�uences of the Sampling Number. Figure 5 shows the
comparison of radiative equilibrium temperature 
elds cal-
culated by DRMC and TMC with di	erent sampling bundles
and subdomain optical thickness �. When � is greater than
2, the grid numbers and the sampling mode are the same;
if the number of sampling bundles reduced, the radiative
equilibrium temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC would be
more close to the 
nal numerical solution than that predicted
by TMC; that is to say, the radiative equilibrium temperature

eld predicted by DRMC converges faster than that by TMC,
because of DRMC limit sample tracking domain to the
subdomain; to compare with TMC, the tracking domain
reduced; thus less sampling bundles are required to get a
reasonable statistical result inDRMC; if the sampling number
reduced, the results predicted by DRMC will be closer to the

nal numerical solutions; in addition, because the DRMC is
more e�cient than TMC, the high computing e�ciency helps
convergence speed improvement.�is trend is slowing down
when optical thickness of the subdomain is less than 2.0. In
summary, the results predicted by DRMC are still smoother
and closer to the 
nal solution than that by TMC.

3.2. Absorbing-Scattering Medium. For di	erent subdomain
and its boundary domain space, the radiative equilibrium
temperature 
eld of the absorbing-scattering medium with
extinction coe�cient �� = 15 and scattering albedo B = 0.5
are comparatively analyzed by DRMC.

3.2.1. Analysis of Subdomain and BoundaryDomain. Figure 6
shows the temperature distribution of the absorbing-
scattering medium predicted by TMC method with di	erent
sampling bundles. It can be seen that the temperature 
eld
has converged when the number of sampling bundles is�� = 105; there is no obvious e	ects on the predicted
temperature 
eld by increasing the number of sampling
bundles. In this paper, we consider that the temperature 
eld
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Figure 5: Comparison of temperature 
eld of position < = 0.3 predicted by DRMC MC and TMC in absorbing medium with di	erent
sampling number and �.

calculated by TMC is the 
nal numerical solution when the
sampling number of the unit is�� = 105. In the next section,
we will compare the temperature results calculated by TMC
and DRMC with di	erent subdomain and boundary domain
optical thicknesses, but with the same sampling numbers of�� = 105; see Figure 7.

Figure 7(a) shows that when subdomain optical thickness
is � = 5, compared with absorbing medium, the temperature

eld predicted by DRMC deviates from the 
nal numerical
solution under di	erent �, the maximum deviation occurs
in the center region of the medium, the value is 0.25%,
when � = 0.5, and the maximum absolute temperature
di	erence of the medium is about 3.3 K. When � reduced
to 3, the deviation increases with the reduction of �, but the
maximum deviation does not exceed 0.34%, and the absolute
temperature deviation of the medium does not exceed 4.1 K.

As � decreased to 2.5, when � = 2, the temperature 
eld
predicted by DRMC and the 
nal numerical solution would
have the maximum deviation of 1.2%; the maximum absolute
temperature deviation reaches 14.7 K, while when � = 0.5, the
maximumdeviation is just 0.56%, and themaximumabsolute
temperature deviation is 6.5 K. �erefore, the scope of the
boundary domain is not the bigger, the more reasonable.
When � = 2, according to setting � reasonably, the deviation
of temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC and TMC may not
exceed 0.44%, and themaximum temperature di	erence does
not exceed 6.2 K.

Figure 7(e) has shown the results when � = 1.5; it can be
seen that the deviation of the temperature 
elds separately
predicted by TMC and DRMC does not exceed 0.7% if the
value of � is reasonably set, and the deviation of absolute
temperature predicted by the two methods does not exceed
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Table 2: Comparison of computational time of temperature 
elds predicted by TMC and DRMC in absorbing-scattering medium.

Method Sampling number � � Computing time

TMC �� = 105 139min and 11 s

DRMC �� = 105
5.0 0.2 105min and 55 s

3.0 0.2 95min and 35 s

2.5 0.2 87min and 43 s

2.0 0.2 82min and 17 s

1.5 0.2 76min and 04 s

1.0 0.2 71min and 43 s
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Figure 6: Temperature 
eld in absorbing-scattering medium predicted by TCMmethod.

9.8 K. Figure 7(f) shows the comparison of predicted temper-
ature 
eld by DRMC and the 
nal numerical solution with
di	erent � and � = 1. For di	erent �, the deviation between
the temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC and the 
nal
numerical solution is obvious, and nomatter how � changed,
the deviation between the temperature 
eld predicted by
TMC and DRMC is over 1%; when � = 0.5, the deviation of
temperature 
eld predicted by the two method still reaches
1.1%; the absolute temperature di	erence is about 17.3 K.

In comprehensive analysis of Figures 7(a) to 7(f), it can
be seen that if the boundary domain optical thickness is
reasonably selected, when � is less than 5, there is just little
di	erence between the temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC
and TMC in absorbing-scattering medium. If � is greater
than 2, the deviation of the radiative equilibrium temperature
predicted by TMC and DRMC does not exceed 0.7%; in
general, the deviation would increase with the decrease of �
in absorbing-scattering medium.

3.2.2. Comparison of Computing Time. Table 2 shows the
comparison of computing time between TMC and DRMC
in absorbing and scattering medium when predicting the
radiative equilibrium temperature 
eld. �e computing time
by DRMC is far less than that by TMC under the same
sampling numbers. As have been analyzed, the calculation

deviation of the two methods is less than 1.0% when the
optical thickness of subdomain is greater than 2.0, while the
computing time of the two methods is reduced by 40.9% at
the same time (optical thickness of subdomain is 2.0), and
the minimal reduction of computing time is 24.5% (optical
thickness of subdomain is 5.0).

3.2.3. In�uences of Sampling Number. Figure 8 shows the
comparison of radiative equilibrium temperature 
eld in the
absorbing-scattering medium predicted by DRMC and TMC
with di	erent sampling numbers and subdomain optical
thickness �. �e 
gures show that when � is greater than 2,
the computing grids and the samplingmode are the same; the
radiative equilibrium temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC
would be closer to the 
nal numerical solution than that
predicted by TMC if the sampling bundles reduced. When �
is less than 2.0, with the decrease of sampling number, both
methods are deviated from the 
nal numerical solution; the
advantage of DRMC is not so obvious.

4. Conclusions

By the proposed DRMC method, the radiative transfer in
a two-dimensional rectangular medium is simulated in this
paper; the medium can be absorbing or absorbing-scattering.
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Figure 7: Comparison of temperature 
elds in absorbing-scattering medium predicted by TMC and DRMC, Curve 1:< = 0.3; 2:< = 0.5.
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Figure 8: Comparison of temperature 
eld of position < = 0.3 predicted by DRMC MC and TMC in absorbing medium with di	erent
sampling number and �.

�e predicted radiative equilibrium temperature 
elds by
DRMC are in good agreement with the 
nal numerical
solution; this indicates that our DRMCmodel is creditable.

For radiative transfer in optically thick participating
medium,most of the bundles will be absorbed by themedium
in the vicinity of their emission positions; it means that
only a few bundles participate in distant radiative transfer;
therefore, a large number of bundles are required in order
to get a creditable statistical solution. In addition, to obtain
high precision solution, more grid numbers are needed
in the medium with large optical thickness. �erefore, to
simulate radiative transfer in such optically thick medium
by TMC method, the large storage capacity and the long

computing time must be accepted. �e method of DRMC
by region adaption limit sample tracking domain within a
certain optical thickness centered about the bundle’s current
position, while the radiative energy transmit to the discrete
elements outside of the subdomain is equivalently calculated
by setting an equivalent temperature region reasonably, in
DRMC, it just needs to store radiation exchange factor of the
subdomain, and therefore, to comparewith TMC,DRMCcan
reduce storage capacity and computing time.

�e present DRMC method can expand the calculation
range of the TMC method when simulating radiation heat
transfer in participatingmediumwith large optical thickness;
if the medium is optically thin, the optical thickness of the
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medium is less than subdomain optical thickness, and the
DRMC would devolve back to TMC.

In this paper, we simulated radiative transfer in a two-
dimensional rectangular participating medium with optical
thickness of  = ��9� = ��9� = 15 and scattering albedoB = 0.5 (if the medium is absorbing-scattering) by DRMC;
the results are compared with those predicted by TMC
method; the following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) In absorbing medium, if the optical thickness of
calculation subdomain is greater than 2, the deviation
of temperature 
eld predicted by DRMC and the 
nal
numerical solution is less than 1% under the same
sampling bundles.

(2) According to comparison and analysis of the temper-
ature 
elds in absorbing and/or scattering medium
predicted by DRMC and TMC method, if the
sampling bundles reduced, the results predicted by
DRMC can be closer to the 
nal numerical solution
than that predicted by TMC under the same sampling
bundles; this means that under the same calculation
accuracy requirements DRMC can achieve the pur-
pose of improving the solving e�ciency by reducing
the sampling bundles.

(3) When solving radiative equilibrium problems in
participating medium with the same computational
parameters, DRMC is much e�cient than TMC.
In our calculation examples in this paper, DRMC
can save 24.5% to 63.9% computing time when the
subdomain optical thickness is 2 to 5. In addition,
one thing should be mentioned is that the larger the
optical thickness of the medium is, the better the
DRMC will display its advantages of saving storage
capacity and computing time.
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